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Introduction

This document lists what is new and changed in RSA® Authentication Manager 8.1 Service Pack 1 (SP1), as well as 
workarounds for known issues. Read this document before you deploy Authentication Manager. This document 
contains the following sections: 

• What's New in This Release

• Appliance Platform Support

• Product Documentation

• Known Issues

• Fixed Issues

• Support and Service

Important: Before performing Quick Setup, verify the date and time of the appliance BIOS. If you perform Quick Setup 
with an incorrect date or time, this setting can result in a failure to start Authentication Manager or other issues. 
For more information, see the Knowledgebase article 000016944 at 
https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com/scolcms/knowledge.aspx?solution=a63283.

What's New in This Release
This section describes the major changes introduced in RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1. For detailed information 
on each change, see the product documentation. 

For information on all new features in RSA Authentication Manager 8.1, see the RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 
Release Notes at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com/scolcms/set.aspx?id=9989.

Applying RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1
RSA Authentication Manager software is pre-installed on the following platforms:

• RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1 is pre-installed on the Hyper-V virtual appliance.

• RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 is pre-installed on the VMware virtual appliance and the hardware appliance. 

You can apply SP1 to RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 regardless of whether any patches are applied. For 
instructions, see Appendix A, “Applying RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1” in the RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 
Setup and Configuration Guide. 

Hyper-V Virtual Appliance Support
RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1 adds Hyper-V virtual appliance support, which includes features such as 
Hyper-V checkpoints. The Hyper-V virtual appliance provides the same Authentication Manager features as the 
VMware virtual appliance and the hardware appliance. 

You deploy the Hyper-V virtual appliance with the Hyper-V System Center Virtual Machine Manager Console or the 
Hyper-V Manager on a host machine that you provide. For a list of hardware requirements for the host machine, see 
the Setup and Configuration Guide.
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Note: SP1 supports deploying the Hyper-V virtual appliance on a Microsoft Windows 2012 R2 host machine. To deploy 
the Hyper-V virtual appliance on a Microsoft Windows 2012 host machine, see the Knowledgebase article 000029740 
at https://rsaportal.force.com/customer/articles/How_To/AM-8-1SP1-Hyper-V-on-Windows-2012.

You can deploy the Hyper-V virtual appliance and migrate directly from RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 and 7.1 to 
RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1. No upgrade is required.

QR Codes for Provisioning Software Tokens
In RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1, an administrator who has deployed dynamic seed provisioning can choose to 
distribute a CT-KIP URL and activation code encapsulated in a QR Code. A user with a supported iPhone or Android 
device can log on to the Self-Service Console and scan the QR Code. 

The Self-Service Console can be customized to allow users to request email delivery of the CT-KIP URL if they cannot 
scan a QR Code. 

The QR Code feature is supported by following:

• RSA SecurID Software Token 2.x for iOS

• RSA SecurID Software Token 2.x for Android 

Operating System Upgrade
Service Pack 1 adds support for SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11 Service Pack 3 with a fully patched Service 
Pack 2 kernel.

Microsoft Windows 2012 R2 Supported for the Web Tier
RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 Service Pack 1 web tiers are supported on Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2. 

You can install the web tier on the following Windows operating systems:

• Windows Server 2008 R2 (64-bit)

• Windows Server 2012 (64-bit)

• Windows Server 2012 R2 (64-bit)

The following Linux operating systems are also supported:

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 Server (64-bit)

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 Server (64-bit)

Microsoft Active Directory 2012 R2 Supported for External Identity Sources
Active Directory in Windows Server 2012 R2 has been qualified to run as an external identity source with RSA 
Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1.

You can use the following Active Directory external identity sources with RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1:

• Active Directory 2012 R2

• Active Directory 2012

• Active Directory 2008 R2

The following external identity sources are also supported:

• Sun Java System Directory Server 7.0

• Oracle Directory Server Enterprise Edition 11g
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Security Enhancements and Fixes
Security enhancements and fixes included in SP1 are as follows:

• For improved auditing of the appliance operating system, SP1 installs the SUSE Linux auditd package.

• To address the GNU Bash Environmental Variable Command Injection Vulnerability, popularly known as 
“Shellshock,” (CVE -2014-6271), the vulnerable binaries in the Bash RPM were replaced. Note that some 
automated scanning tools might falsely report a Shellshock vulnerability if the tools base their reports upon the 
Bash RPM version. 

For more information on how RSA addressed the Bash (Shellshock) vulnerabilities, see the Knowledgebase 
article 000014565 at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com/scolcms/knowledge.aspx?solution=a67980.

• The QR Code feature provides higher security than other software token distribution methods because the 
URL and activation code do not need to be sent in e-mail, and the user must authenticate to the Self-Service 
Console before scanning the QR Code. For more information, see QR Codes for Provisioning Software Tokens 
on page 2.

Software Fixes from Version 8.1 Patch 5
RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1 includes the software fixes in the cumulative Patch 5 for version 8.1. 

A future patch for version 8.1 SP1 will include:

• Software fixes from the version 8.1 Patch 6 

• Software fixes from any other 8.1 patches released before version 8.1 SP1

Applying SP1 removes any software fixes that are not included in the cumulative Patch 5 for version 8.1. You must 
apply a future version 8.1 SP1 patch to obtain these fixes. 
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Appliance Platform Support
RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1 supports three appliance platforms:

• VMware virtual appliance

• Hyper-V virtual appliance

• Hardware appliance, available in two models: the RSA SecurID Appliance 130 and the RSA SecurID 
Appliance 250.

You can use one type of appliance or both virtual and hardware appliances in your deployment.

All three appliance platforms provide the following:

• Pre-installed RSA Authentication Manager software with all of the Authentication Manager features

• Pre-installed RSA RADIUS server software

• Appliance configuration through Quick Setup, a software wizard that creates access permission and specifies 
whether the appliance is a primary instance or a replica instance 

• SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11 Service Pack 3 with a fully patched Service Pack 2 kernel

• Support for a migration from version 6.1 and version 7.1

Differences between the three appliance platforms are outlined in the following table.

You might also require the Extras download kit, rsa-am-extras-8.1.1.0.0.zip, from Download Central at 
https://download.rsasecurity.com. The Extras download kit includes additional software, such as the RSA 
Authentication Manager Software Development Kit (SDK), the RSA Authentication Manager 6.x RADIUS Export Utility, 
the RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Export Utility, and the web-tier installation files.

For more information on deploying a virtual appliance, or hardware appliance, see the Setup and Configuration Guide.

Pre-installed 
Authentication 
Manager 
Version

Required Package to 
Download

Appliance Deployment 
Before Running 
Quick Setup

Platform-Specific Features

VMware 
virtual 
appliance

Version 8.1 rsa-am-update-8.1.1.0.0.iso, 
from RSA SecurCare Online at 
https://knowledge.rsasecurit
y.com/scolcms/downloads.as
px.

Use VMware vCenter Server 
or the VMware ESXi Server 
(VMware Hypervisor) on a 
host machine that you 
provide.

VMware features, such as 
VMware snapshots

Hyper-V 
virtual 
appliance

Version 8.1 SP1 rsa-am-hyper-v-virtual-applia
nce-8.1.1.0.0.zip from 
RSA Download Central at 
https://download.rsasecurity.
com.

Use the Hyper-V System 
Center Virtual Machine 
Manager Console or the 
Hyper-V Manager on a host 
machine that you provide.

Hyper-V features, such as 
Hyper-V checkpoints

Hardware 
appliance

Version 8.1 rsa-am-update-8.1.1.0.0.iso, 
from RSA SecurCare Online at 
https://knowledge.rsasecurit
y.com/scolcms/downloads.as
px.

Connect a keyboard and 
monitor to the RSA-supplied 
hardware appliance to 
configure the network and 
keyboard language settings.

A factory reset can restore 
the hardware appliance to a 
pre-configured state. For 
more information, see the 
Administrator’s Guide.
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Product Documentation
RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1 includes the following updated product documentation:

• Planning Guide

• Virtual Appliance Getting Started

• Setup and Configuration Guide

• RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 to 8.1 Migration Guide

• RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 to 8.1 Migration Guide: Migrating to a New Hardware Appliance or Virtual 
Appliance

• Administrator's Guide

• Help Desk Administrator’s Guide

• SNMP Reference Guide

• Security Configuration Guide

• Performance and Scalability Guide

• Security Console Help

• Operations Console Help

• Self-Service Console Help

The following product documentation did not require changes for SP1:

• Hardware Appliance Getting Started

• RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 to 8.1 Migration Guide: Upgrading RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 on Existing 
Hardware

• Troubleshooting Guide

• RSA RADIUS Reference Guide

• Developer’s Guide

Note: The Developer’s Guide and the software development kit (SDK) are located in the Extras download kit, 
rsa-am-extras-8.1.1.0.0.zip, from Download Central at https://download.rsasecurity.com.

• RSA Token Management Snap-In for the Microsoft Management Console Help

Always refer to the most current product documentation available for version 8.1 or version 8.1 SP1.
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Known Issues
This section describes issues that remain unresolved in RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 Service Pack 1. If a 
workaround or fix is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. Many of the workarounds in this section require 
administrative privileges. If you do not have the required privileges, contact your administrator.

For information on known issues in RSA Authentication Manager 8.1, see the RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 
Release Notes at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com/scolcms/set.aspx?id=9989.

An Operations Console administrator User ID migrated from version 7.1 is case-sensitive during replica 
attachment

Tracking Number: AM-27869

Problem: To attach a replica instance with an Operations Console administrator that you migrated from version 7.1, 
you must enter the correct case for the Operations Console administrator User ID or replica attachment fails. 

Workaround: In version 8.1, enter the same case-sensitive Operations Console administrator User ID that was 
migrated from version 7.1, or make the User ID ignore case by changing the password for the migrated administrator. 
You can change an Operations Console administrator password by logging onto the Security Console, and selecting 
Administration > Manage OC Administrators.

If you create a new Operations Console administrator in version 8.1, the User ID is not case-sensitive.

The first Quick Setup task on a Hyper-V virtual appliance displays a later start time than the second task 

Tracking Number: AM-28393

Problem: If you select a Network Time Protocol (NTP) server for RSA Authentication Manager that the Hyper-V host 
machine does not use, the first Quick Setup task might display a later start time than the second Quick Setup task. 

Workaround: This time display issue does not affect deployment or RSA SecurID authentication.

Web tier displays an Offline status while an update is in progress

Tracking Number: AM-28447

Problem: After applying an update or customization to the web tier, the web tier displays an Offline status. An Updating 
in Progress status should be displayed instead.

Workaround: Wait for the web tier update to complete. The web-tier status changes to Online.

Automated scanning tools might falsely report a Shellshock vulnerability

Tracking Number: AM-28511

Problem: An update for the appliance Bash shell corrects vulnerabilities CVE-2014-6271, CVE-2014-6277, 
CVE-2014-6278, CVE-2014-7169, CVE-2014-7186 and CVE-2014-7187 (Shellshock). Some automated scanning 
tools might falsely report a Shellshock vulnerability if the tools base their reports upon the Bash RPM version.

Workaround: You can ignore the false reports. The vulnerable binaries in the Bash RPM were replaced. 

For more information on how RSA addressed the Bash (Shellshock) vulnerabilities, see the Knowledgebase article 
000014565 at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com/scolcms/knowledge.aspx?solution=a67980.

Hyper-V Heartbeat service is unavailable on the Hyper-V virtual appliance

Tracking Number: AM-28552

Problem: The Hyper-V Heartbeat service integration is not functional in this release. Hyper-V administrators do not 
receive a heartbeat status report at regular intervals for each Hyper-V virtual appliance.

Workaround: To verify the status or the responsiveness of a virtual machine, the administrator can log on to the virtual 
machine remotely, through the Hyper-V Virtual Machine Manager Console, or through the Hyper-V Manager.
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Version 6.1 migration can create duplicate version 8.1 identity attributes

Tracking Number: AM-28624

Problem: Migrated version 6.1 user extension attributes that have a single value and are defined in the map file create 
duplicate identity attributes in version 8.1. The extra version 8.1 attributes have the “AM61_” prefix.

Workaround: To verify that a version 8.1 attribute is not needed, check the map file and also verify that the attribute is 
not a local attribute in version 6.1. 

For information on when an attribute with the “AM61_” prefix is needed, see the RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 to 8.1 
Migration Guide.

To delete extra attributes:

1. In the Security Console, click Identity > Identity Attribute Definitions > Manage Existing.

All migrated identity attributes are labeled as “Migrated from AM 6.1.x on <date>.”

2. Select the identity attribute definition that you want to delete, and click Delete.

3. Click Delete Identity Attribute Definition.

VMware virtual appliance does not include a DVD/CD drive

Tracking Number: AM-28663

Problem: The VMware virtual appliance does not include a DVD/CD drive for applying updates.

Workaround: Use the VMware vSphere Client to shut down the virtual machine and add a DVD/CD drive. For more 
information, see the Operations Console Help topic “VMware DVD/CD or ISO Image Mounting Guidelines.”

In addition, you can apply RSA Authentication Manager updates through your local browser, or you can scan for stored 
updates in an NFS share or a Windows shared folder.

Version 7.1 migration does not add QR Code information to the e-mail notification template for approved 
software tokens

Tracking Number: AM-28678

Problem: Version 8.1 SP1 includes an e-mail notification template for approved software tokens in the initial workflow 
policy. You can do one of the following:

• Update this template with content from the 7.1 software token e-mail notification template that you saved prior 
to migration

• Use the e-mail notification template that is provided in the 8.1 SP1 default policy. 

If you use the default e-mail notification template and you want to distribute software tokens with QR Codes, then you 
must add QR Code information to the default e-mail notification template.

Workaround: For instructions on how to update the template, see “Configure the Approved Software Token 
Notification Template After Migration” in the RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 to 8.1 Migration Guide: Migrating to a 
New Hardware Appliance or Virtual Appliance. 

To add QR Code information, you can copy and paste text from these release notes:

1. In the Security Console, select Setup > Self-Service Settings.

2. Click Workflow Policies. 

3. Right click Initial Workflow Policy and select Edit. 

4. Click the Software Token tab.
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5. In the Approved Software Token Notification section, update the necessary text in the Body field.

Original Text New Text

Replace the text at the beginning of the template:

#if(${Principal.FirstName})${Principal.FirstName}, 
your#else Your #end software token request has been 
approved. Follow the steps below to import your 
software token.  Please view this e-mail on the device 
where you are importing the token. ${MailComposer.NL} 
${MailComposer.NL}

    <b>Instructions</b> ${MailComposer.NL}

    1. Install the RSA SecurID token application (if not 
already installed). 
${MailComposer.NL}${MailComposer.NL}
    #if( ${MailComposer.DownloadURL} )
        ${MailComposer.DownloadURL} 
${MailComposer.NL}${MailComposer.NL}
    #end

#if(${Principal.FirstName})${Principal.FirstName}, 
your#else Your #end software token request has been 
approved.#if( ${MailComposer.TokenTypeQRCode} ) 
Follow the steps below to activate your 
token.${MailComposer.NL}${MailComposer.NL}#else 
Follow the steps below to import your software token.  
Please view this e-mail on the device where you are 
importing the token. ${MailComposer.NL} 
${MailComposer.NL}
#end

    <b>Instructions</b> ${MailComposer.NL} 
${MailComposer.NL}

#if( ${MailComposer.TokenTypeQRCode} )
1. Install the RSA SecurID Software Token app, version 2.0 
or higher, on your mobile device. If you do not have the 
app, you can download it 

from the app store for your device. ${MailComposer.NL} 
<b>Note:</b> The Scan QR Code option is not supported 
on iOS 6. ${MailComposer.NL}
    #else
1. Install the RSA SecurID token application (if not already 
installed). ${MailComposer.NL}${MailComposer.NL}
#end

    #if( ${MailComposer.DownloadURL} )
        ${MailComposer.DownloadURL} 
${MailComposer.NL}${MailComposer.NL}
    #end
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6. Click Save.

Add a new section following the Nokia 1.x section:

#elseif( (${MailComposer.TokenTypeCtkip}) && 
(${MailComposer.TokenType} == "Nokia 1.x"))
        2. Copy the following URL and paste it into the Import 
Token screen in the RSA SecurID application to import your 
token.

${MailComposer.NL}${MailComposer.NL}
        
${MailComposer.CtkipURL}${MailComposer.NL}${MailCom
poser.NL}
        #if( ${MailComposer.CtkipAuthCodeExpirationDate})
        Activation Code Expires On: 
${MailComposer.CtkipAuthCodeExpirationDate} 
${MailComposer.NL} ${MailComposer.NL}
        #end

#elseif( (${MailComposer.TokenTypeCtkip}) && 
(${MailComposer.TokenType} == "Nokia 1.x"))
        2. Copy the following URL and paste it into the Import 
Token screen in the RSA SecurID application to import your 
token.

${MailComposer.NL}${MailComposer.NL}
        
${MailComposer.CtkipURL}${MailComposer.NL}${MailCom
poser.NL}
        #if( ${MailComposer.CtkipAuthCodeExpirationDate})
        Activation Code Expires On: 
${MailComposer.CtkipAuthCodeExpirationDate} 
${MailComposer.NL} ${MailComposer.NL}
        #end

#elseif( (${MailComposer.TokenTypeCtkip}) && 
(${MailComposer.TokenTypeQRCode} ))
2. Log on to the Self-Service Console from a device other 
than the one on which the RSA SecurID Token app is 
installed. 

${MailComposer.NL}
Self-Service Console Link: 
${MailComposer.SelfserviceConsoleURL} 
${MailComposer.NL}
3. In the <b>My Authenticators</b> section of the My 
Account page, click <b>Activate your token</b>.  
${MailComposer.NL}
4. Follow instructions in the Activate Your Token window to 
activate your RSA SecurID software token. 
${MailComposer.NL} 

${MailComposer.NL}
#if( ${MailComposer.CtkipAuthCodeExpirationDate})
Note: The "Activate your token" link expires on 
(${MailComposer.CtkipAuthCodeExpirationDate}) 
${MailComposer.NL} ${MailComposer.NL}
#end

Update the text before the <b>Request Details</b> section:

Self-Service Console Link:${MailComposer.NL} 

${MailComposer.SelfserviceConsoleURL}${MailComposer.
NL}${MailComposer.NL}

#if( !${MailComposer.TokenTypeQRCode} )
Self-Service Console Link:${MailComposer.NL} 

${MailComposer.SelfserviceConsoleURL}${MailComposer.
NL}${MailComposer.NL}
#end

Original Text New Text
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Fixed Issues
RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 Service Pack 1 provides numerous fixes to RSA Authentication Manager, including 
the fixes that were provided in Patches 1 through 5 for RSA Authentication Manager 8.1. 

For the complete list of resolved issues, see the RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 Patch 5 Readme at 
https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com/scolcms/set.aspx?id=10458. 

8.1
RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 also resolves the following issue:

AM-27542 Replication services failed to start after shutting down due to an HTTP: ERROR 500 exception, as follows:

Caused by: 
com.rsa.authmgr.internal.replication.TransportClientUnexpectedStatusException: 
Expected the HTTP response code 200 or 202, but got: 500 Message: 
java.net.SocketTimeoutException: Read timed out

Replication services now restart after this exception, and they keep attempting to restart until the temporary network 
issue is resolved.

8.1 SP1
Service Pack 1 resolves the following known issues from the RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 Release Notes:

AM-27660 Version 8.1 did not support the following special characters in certain database records:

< > & % ‘

You can now migrate the following version 6.1 database records and their associated fields, which can include these 
special characters:

AM-27820 Password changes through the “Forgot your password” link on the Self Service Console landing page 
succeeded, even when the user entered mismatched values in the Create New Password and Confirm New 
Password fields. This issue is now resolved. Password changes now fail as expected in such cases.

AM-28118 This security update resolves an issue in which RSA Authentication Manager 8.0 or later software could be 
affected by (CVE-2014-0160) in the event a customer had enabled one or more read-only database users via the 
“manage-readonly-dbusers” command line utility (CLU).

AM-28511 An update for the appliance bash shell corrects vulnerabilities CVE-2014-6271, CVE-2014-6277, 
CVE-2014-6278, CVE-2014-7169, CVE-2014-7186 and CVE-2014-7187 (Shellshock).

Record Fields

AgentAlternates Net Address

Agent Name, Net Address

EnabledUser Login, Shell

Extension Key, Value

Group Login, Shell

Site Name

TaskList Name

User Login, First Name, Last 
Name, Shell, Remote Alias
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Support and Service

Copyright © 1994-2015 EMC Corporation. All Rights Reserved. Published in the USA.

Trademarks
RSA, the RSA Logo, SecurID, and EMC are either registered trademarks or trademarks of EMC Corporation in the 
United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks used herein are the property of their respective owners. For 
a list of EMC trademarks, go to www.emc.com/legal/emc-corporation-trademarks.htm#rsa.

Intellectual Property Notice
This software contains the intellectual property of EMC Corporation or is licensed to EMC Corporation from third 
parties. Use of this software and the intellectual property contained therein is expressly limited to the terms and 
conditions of the License Agreement under which it is provided by or on behalf of EMC.

Open Source License
This product may be distributed with open source code, licensed to you in accordance with the applicable open source 
license. If you would like a copy of any such source code, EMC will provide a copy of the source code that is required 
to be made available in accordance with the applicable open source license. EMC may charge reasonable shipping 
and handling charges for such distribution. Please direct requests in writing to EMC Legal, 176 South St., Hopkinton, 
MA 01748, ATTN: Open Source Program Office.

RSA SecurCare Online https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com

Customer Support Information www.emc.com/support/rsa/index.htm

RSA Solution Directory https://gallery.emc.com/community/marketplace/rsa?view=overview
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